
Displayed are homepage screenshots of TVLine.com and 
HollywoodReporter.com showing a virtually identical copy of the 
“Featured Stories Module” side by side.
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Displayed are homepage screenshots of TVLine.com and 
HollywoodReporter.com showing a virtually identical copy of the 
“Featured Stories Module” side by side.



Displayed are homepage screenshots of TVLine.com and 
HollywoodReporter.com illuminating how the module on 
HollywoodReporter.com has been copied almost verbatim with 
only minor variations to size, color, font and text.  The 
HollywoodReporter has not only imitated the style of the active 
featured story highlighter, but also stolen the alternate circle 
based navigation interface.  Conclusively, all 
HollywoodHollywoodReporter.com interactions with the module including 
auto cycling between stories on page load, number of featured 
stories shown, selection of active story, translucent bar displaying 
the title of the featured story, and the story selection animations, 
are stolen and misappropriated from TVLine. 
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mDisplayed are homepage screenshots of TVLine.com and 

HollywoodReporter.com illuminating how the module on 
HollywoodReporter.com has been copied almost verbatim with 
only minor variations to size, color, font and text.  The 
HollywoodReporter has not only imitated the style of the active 
featured story highlighter, but also stolen the alternate circle 
based navigation interface.  Conclusively, all 
HollywoodHollywoodReporter.com interactions with the module including 
auto cycling between stories on page load, number of featured 
stories shown, selection of active story, translucent bar displaying 
the title of the featured story, and the story selection animations, 
are stolen and misappropriated from TVLine. 



Displayed are screenshots of TVLine.com's and 
HollywoodReporter.com's “Featured Stories Module” and the 
underlying JavaScript code. It is evident that The 
HollywoodReporter has egregiously copied the TVLine code line-
by-line, letter-by-letter, and maybe most surprisingly when 
stealing the code—somehow forgot to delete the use of “MMC” 
prefixes throughout their code. (MMC is the acronym for PMC’s 
former designation: Mail.com Media Corporation, which owns 
TVLine.com)
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Displayed are homepage screenshots of TVLine.com and 
HollywoodReporter.com showing the “Featured Stories Module” 
and their identical Element Identifiers, nearly indistinguishable 
underlying HTML markup structure, and identical (CSS) 
Classnames prepended with "MMC" (MMC is the acronym for 
PMC’s former designation: Mail.com Media Corporation, which 
owns TVLine.com)
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Displayed are screenshots of the HTML markup of TVLine.com's 
and HollywoodReporter.com's “Featured Stories Module” with 
the article content removed. With the article data and content 
(images, URLs, headlines, etc.) removed, it becomes absolutely 
obvious the HTML Markup for the module has been stolen.
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Displayed are screenshots of TVLine.com's and 
HollywoodReporter.com's “Featured Stories Module” and the 
underlying initialization code. Once again the code has been lifted 
from the TVLine site with insignificant configuration differences. 
Further proof of the HollywoodReporter’s flagrant and unprincipled 
theft of PMC source code is evidenced by the misspelling of the 
word ("Caraousel" vs "Carousel") that appears in both sites’ code 
(TVLine & Hollywood(TVLine & HollywoodReporter).
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Displayed are screenshots of TVLine.com's and 
HollywoodReporter.com's “Featured Stories Module” and the 
underlying initialization code. Once again the code has been lifted 
from the TVLine site with insignificant configuration differences. 
Further proof of the HollywoodReporter’s flagrant and unprincipled 
theft of PMC source code is evidenced by the misspelling of the 
word ("Caraousel" vs "Carousel") that appears in both sites’ code 
(TVLine & Hollywood(TVLine & HollywoodReporter).



Displayed are side by side screenshots of the CSS code applied to 
the “Featured Stories Module” on TVLine.com and 
HollywoodReporter.com. One can lucidly see that the 
HollywoodReporter's CSS is merely a slight revision of the 
TVLine.com original CSS code. The HollywoodReporter’s 
unashamed use of "MMC"* prefixed CSS Classnames and CSS 
techniques, coupled with several CSS classes that remain 
unchanged from the original TVLine code implementation further unchanged from the original TVLine code implementation further 
confirms this theft of copyright. (*MMC is the acronym for PMC’s 
former designation: Mail.com Media Corporation, which owns 
TVLine.com)
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